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Portralt of the younq
artist as very old man
TIM SITVER FINDS FERTILE FIELT)
FROM FASCII\ATIOF{ WTTTI DECAY
disintegrated according to its
component material.
In U ntitl e d (bust) (M aho gany
Timb ermate W o o dfiller),
Silver's head drops slightly
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TIM Silver
death.

forward and his face cracks
like drought-stricken land.
has seen his own

. . and so can we.

His

young face is now leathery and
lined. His features sag. His jaw
hangs loose, ready to snap off.
Silver has long been
fascinated by decay and in his
current exhibition he stares
into his own grave.
Everything ln lts right place,
at Breenspace gallery, is a
collaboration between the
artist and the forces of nature.
To make these works, Silver
cast his own face in a variety of
handyman materials such as
putty and wood filler. He then
stood back to let time and
gravrty take their toll.
In the weeks following the
creation of each bust, Silver
documented its inexorable
decline in a series of high
resolution photographs in
archival inks. Each bust

In Untitled (bust) (Sell ey s
W o o dfilling Putty), his head
shrinks and wrinkles. Untitled
(b ust) (S elley s Sp akfill a Rapid)
sees Silver's eye shrivel and
pull forward out of his face.
Between three and six
photographs make up each
series. One of the actual
moulded busts, made from
wood filler, is also on view.
Elsewhere in the exhibition,
a tree branch juts out of the
gallery wall. Hung on one of its
extremities is a melted self

portrait cast in
pigmented polyurethane.
Sweat beads form on the
face and neck of one of the
busts in Silver's exhibition at
Breenspace. But the artist did
not subject these busts to any
heat in order to bring on their

disintegration.
"No, it's just the chemistry

of weight and atmospheric

conditionS," he says. "There's
no skeletal form inside of
them, that's why they sag and
do that kind of thing."
For Silver, the busts are

"performative objects ". He
stopped documenting their
disintegration when the
handyman materials
eventually dried out and the
works stabilised.
"One part of me is
interested in the idea of a nonstatic art object
the idea of
creating art that-participates in
the world rather than

something that is static,"
Silver says.
The artist's fascinations go
back a long way.At the Sydney
College of the Arts in 1997, for
instance, he exhibited frozen
blocks of his ownblood, then
allowed them to thaw on
opening night.
fortescuee@daily
telegraph.com.au
twitten @ozartwriter
Evrything ln lts Riqht Place,
Breenspace, Level3, 17-19 Alberta St,
City; until October 8, 92831113,
breenspace.com
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